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Climate change 
impacts

Source: Vermont Action Plan

https://climatechange.vermont.gov/readtheplan


Climate change requires behavior change

Mitigation Adaptation

Source: Vermont Action Plan

https://climatechange.vermont.gov/readtheplan


Social scientists can help

• How to communicate risk

• How to promote behavior change



73% of people in the US (and 69% in around the world) are concerned about climate change 
1. Address motivated majority

Data source: Lloyd’s Register Foundation World Risk Poll
Bruine de Bruin & Dugan (under review)

http://doi.org/10.5255/UKDA-SN-8739-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLJcsoQs8fY&t=62s


Air conditioner contributes 
more than lights to home 

energy use
Attari et al. PNAS (2010) Kause et al Environmental Research Letters( 2019)

Many ‘green’ consumers do not know most effective actions to take
1. Address motivated majority

Eating less meat reduces 
diet carbon footprint 

more than reducing waste

Home energy use Carbon foot print of food choices

https://www.pnas.org/content/107/37/16054
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/7/2955


2. Make communications understandable
Education predicts climate change concerns…

Data source: Lloyd’s Register Foundation World Risk Poll

http://doi.org/10.5255/UKDA-SN-8739-1


2. Make communications understandable
Education predicts climate change concerns…

likely due to complexity of climate change communications

Bruine de Bruin et al. Climatic Change (2021)

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10584-021-03183-0


2. Make communications understandable

Bruine de Bruin (The Conversation, 2021): “A quick guide to climate jargon”

• Use everyday language without jargon

• Use short words (1-2 syllables) and short sentences
(Aim for 7th grade reading level 
https://goodcalculators.com/flesch-kincaid-calculator/

• Provide examples

https://theconversation.com/a-quick-guide-to-climate-change-jargon-what-experts-mean-by-mitigation-carbon-neutral-and-6-other-key-terms-167172
https://goodcalculators.com/flesch-kincaid-calculator/


3. Be concrete: focus on local severe weather
Concerns about severe weather are unrelated to education and political affiliation

Bruine de Bruin & Dugan (in preparation); 
Bruine de Bruin et al., 2014

“flood action plan” may get more support than “climate change adaptation plan”

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s10669-014-9513-6.pdf


Social science insights 
for communications
1. Address the motivated majority
2. Make communications understandable
3. Be concrete: Focus on severe local weather
4. Social scientists can help
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